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Abstract

Cloud computing provides opportunities for firms selling or using cloud services. However, little is known about how entrepreneurs discover or create these opportunities for cloud computing. In this study, we found that the opportunities discovered in cloud computing were related to the development of software for a particular need. By contrast, created opportunities were developed under conditions of technological uncertainty, at a time when the market did not yet exist. It appears that created opportunities, if successful, bring long-term competitive advantages, whereas discovered opportunities are more easily copied and exploited by competitors.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, increasing scholarly attention has been paid to cloud computing and software-as-a-service (SaaS). It has been shown that cloud computing and related services can bring about important technical benefits and business advantages [5, 6, 17, 20, 34]. The studies in question have mainly focused on the opportunities provided by cloud services, and not on how these opportunities can be recognized and exploited. Thus, little is known about how software entrepreneurs discover or create opportunities for the provision of cloud services, or how they recognize opportunities to adapt their existing product for a cloud service model. Finding an answer to these questions is important for software entrepreneurs working in the industry, since the cloud computing is growing rapidly and offers a good arena for new business opportunities. Cloud computing also creates new jobs and promotes growth in the software and other related industries [38].

Research on entrepreneurship offers two distinct theories on how opportunities come to be recognized. The first theory, opportunity discovery, sees opportunities as existing independently of entrepreneurs, and as objective phenomena that are waiting to be discovered and exploited [2]. Thus, opportunities exist and everyone could become aware of them; however, individual differences, such as prior knowledge, entrepreneurial activeness, alertness, and willingness to bear a risk, impact on who will discover and exploit the opportunities [19, 29, 33]. The second theory, opportunity creation, is based on entrepreneurial perceptions, imagination, and social interaction [2, 27]. In contrast to opportunity discovery, in opportunity creation the opportunities do not exist independently of the entrepreneurs: they are created endogenously by the actions of entrepreneurs who are seeking to explore new products or services. Thus, there is no opportunity “waiting to be recognized”; instead an entrepreneur may create the opportunity and observe how customers and markets respond to the created product or service [2].

Building on previous work on cloud computing, and drawing insights from opportunity recognition theories, the aim of this article is, first of all, to reveal how opportunities for cloud computing are recognized, and in so doing contribute to the growing body of academic literature on cloud computing. Secondly, we wish to contribute to two entrepreneurship theories, opportunity discovery and opportunity creation, through an empirical examination of their capability to explain opportunity recognition in the context of cloud computing. In addressing these issues, the following research questions are addressed: (1) How are the opportunities for cloud computing discovered and created? (2) What are the differences between discovered and created opportunities in cloud computing?

2. Literature review

2.1. Opportunities provided by cloud services

In cloud computing, users obtain access to computing resources, storage space, and software applications via the Internet as a service. Cloud computing includes three service layers. These consist of (i) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which provides computation and storage capacity, (ii)
Platform as a Service (PaaS), which provides software development tools plus an application execution environment, and (iii) SaaS, which provides applications on top of PaaS and IaaS [5]. Thus, cloud computing refers to the provision of computing capacity, storage capacity, and applications as a service across the Internet. The International Data Corporation (IDC) defines cloud computing as “consumer and business products, services and solutions delivered and consumed in real-time over the Internet” [37].

Most of the literature on cloud computing and SaaS has taken a practical perspective on the general opportunities provided by cloud computing [5, 17, 20, 33, 36]. Armbrust et al. [5] present six opportunities provided by computing in public clouds as compared to conventional data centers. In addition, they highlight ten obstacles related to cloud computing, plus means of avoiding these obstacles. McAfee [20] sets out the following benefits available from a cloud service: (i) it makes individuals more productive, (ii) it facilitates collaboration, (iii) it makes possible insights from a large amount of data, and (iv) it facilitates development and hosting applications. McAfee [20] also presents four guidelines on how entrepreneurs could move their product offering to the cloud. These guidelines include: (i) identification of restrictions and gray ideas, (ii) the acquisition of experience from cloud services, (iii) the development of trial versions for the cloud, and (iv) sharing the idea of a cloud service with colleagues and software vendors. Waters [34] presents the opportunities available from cloud services from the customer’s point of view, comparing the cloud model with the traditional software delivery and sales model. According to his findings, cloud services can lead to lower IT expenses, faster implementation, and contractually guaranteed reliability and security.

Zhang et al. [36] discuss the general opportunities and challenges pertaining to cloud computing, and compare the opportunities permitted by three different commercial cloud products. Iyer and Henderson [17] present seven capabilities of cloud computing related to cost reduction and organizational agility. These capabilities are: a controlled interface, location independence, sourcing independence, ubiquitous access, virtual business environments, addressability and traceability, and rapid elasticity. Benlian and Hess [6] studied IT executives’ perceptions of the opportunities and risks of SaaS. They found that security threats were the most dominating factor in risk perception, whereas the cost advantages of SaaS were the strongest driver for SaaS adoption.

The studies above focused mainly on the general advantages of cloud services, either from the software provider’s or the customer’s point of view. However, there has also been work on more specific research topics. Thus, Böhm et al. [7] and Ojala and Tyrväinen [23] studied value networks in cloud computing, that is, how cloud computing brings value and opportunities for the actors in a firm’s network. Böhm et al. [7] developed a generic value network for cloud computing; this could help entrepreneurs to position their firm in a value network and identify possible business opportunities. Ojala and Tyrväinen [23] described how a cloud service provider’s value network can develop over a five-year period, and the kinds of opportunities available to the cloud service provider through cooperation between different actors. Choudhary [9] examined the opportunities enabled by software renting in the SaaS delivery model. He found that software renting in the SaaS model leads to greater investments in product development and consequently higher software quality. Cloud computing has also opened up opportunities for new types of services such as Gaming-as-a-Service [18, 24], Business-Processing-as-a-Service [1], Music-as-a-Service [12], and so on.

Overall, previous research has highlighted cloud computing as a promising area providing opportunities, for example, for improved efficiency, new customer value, and the reorganization of the entire value creation network. This takes us to the question of how these opportunities can be discovered and/or created through entrepreneurial behavior.

2.2. Opportunity discovery and creation

Referring to opportunity discovery, Eckhardt and Shane [13, p. 336] define opportunity as “situations in which new goods, services, raw materials, markets and organizing methods can be introduced through the formation of new means, ends, or means-ends relationships.” This definition is based on the assumption that an opportunity is a situation in which new combinations producing economic value can be formed, and in which the elements used fundamentally exist already. Different types of opportunities exist because opportunities occur as a result of changes in different parts of the value chain. An alternative view, presented by Sarasvathy et al. [28], refers to opportunity creation, defined as “a set of ideas, beliefs and actions that enable the creation of future goods and services in the absence of current markets for them” [28, p. 79]. In this case opportunity arises from perceptions and behaviors combined in an attempt to create new economic
artifacts. The emphasis is on actions taken in a situation of true entrepreneurial uncertainty. These two views will be looked at in more detail below.

The opportunities to be discovered can arise from exogenous shocks, for example industry or market changes beyond the influence of entrepreneurial action; these exist regardless of whether people are aware of their existence [2]. Hence, opportunities arise through new means, ends, or means-end frameworks [13], and they can be conceived as discovered opportunities. They involve the possibility of putting resources to better use or discovering new solutions or new needs, plus identifying the most suitable options for their realization [28]. There will be either a solution or a need operating as a starting point. Discovered opportunities are recognized through active search behavior, but the discovery process is not simple. The opportunities in question are typically complex entities, and their discovery is a process in which new features are added to the opportunity content [4]. In discovered opportunities the emphasis is on resource allocation and use in the initiation of the business.

Created opportunities, on the other hand, do not exist independently of social construction; rather, they are enacted through human imagination and social interaction as a continuous process [2,3]. The opportunity appears within a flexible activity of creating meaning, sense-making, and sense-giving in an ambiguous social context [8, 10]. Instead of being actively sought out, the opportunities are endogenously formed in the very unfolding of everyday entrepreneurial practice and interactions between various actors [11, 28, 31]. Created opportunities are connected with true uncertainty, in which neither supply nor demand exists and the future is unknowable [28]. Entrepreneurs engage in a learning process marked by a gradual investment of resources and attempts to persuade others to change their vague and unformed aspirations into tangible products or services, or new markets [2].

Taken as a whole, previous research has tended to argue that the characterization of discovered and created opportunities involves both contradictory and complementary views. Alvarez and Barney [2] see discovered and created opportunities as representing different views that can barely co-exist. Chiasson and Saunders [8], for their part, see discovery and creation as complementary approaches, while Vaghely and Julien [32] propose an integrative framework which connects opportunity discovery and opportunity creation within entrepreneurial behavior. Edelman and Yli-Renko [14] have found empirical evidence that discovery and creation are intertwined within entrepreneurial action.

2.3. Summary

From the literature, we can conclude that opportunities in cloud computing have been well studied from both the service provider’s and the user’s point of view. However, we do not know how entrepreneurs discover or create the opportunities related to the different layers (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS) of cloud computing. Furthermore, there is still a lack of knowledge concerning the differences between discovered and created opportunities in cloud computing, and the ways in which these opportunities can benefit entrepreneurs in terms of bringing new products and services to the market.

3. Methodology

The research method selected for this study had to cover a real-life environment containing an instance or instances of opportunity recognition. Thus, we used a case study methodology similar to the approaches presented by Eisenhardt [15] and Yin [35]. The case study method is appropriate in a situation where the study covers a real-life environment [35] involving an action such as opportunity recognition. Along similar lines, Shane [29, p. 453] argues that the case study method allows the investigation of how opportunity recognition operates in situations where “all of the relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated through experimental design.” Thus, our aim was not to achieve statistically generalizable findings. Instead, we wanted to find the reasons behind certain entrepreneurial behaviors in the context of cloud computing.

The research setting for this study consisted of four software firms (see Table 1) who acted as cloud service providers. Since the sample used will necessarily influence the results of the study [21], we used multiple criteria to select the cases. Three of the firms were dealing with a national cloud software program in Finland, while one firm was contacted on the basis of knowledge of the industry on the part of one of the authors. Thus, the most important selection criterion was good access to the required information, as recommended by Stake [30]. The personal-contact aspect increased mutual trust between the researcher and the persons interviewed in the case firms, and consequently facilitated the collection of accurate information. Note, however, that the selection of cases cannot be based solely on good access to information, and that the theoretical perspective must also be taken into account [15]. From the theoretical point of view the following aspects were seen as relevant: (i) the case firms were developing
their cloud services for different industries, (ii) the sample included both relatively old firms and recently established firms, and (iii) the source providing cloud computing opportunities was different in all cases.

Table 1. Overview of the case firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Year of establishment</th>
<th>Product(s)</th>
<th>Target industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm A</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Planning and optimization software for telecom operators</td>
<td>Telecom operators, Component manufacturers and service providers for telecom networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm B</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Gaming platform and gaming content</td>
<td>Telecom operators and game players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Entitlement management software</td>
<td>Large and medium-sized corporations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Interactive 3D sales software</td>
<td>Furniture chains and furniture manufacturers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This kind of coverage is important for studies in which the sample is small and the general aim is to include “polar types” of research sites [25].

We used multiple sources of information to gather data on each case firm. The main form of data collection was in-depth interviews. Altogether, we conducted 4–8 interviews per firm, each lasting 45–90 minutes. Thus, 18 semi-structured open-ended interviews were conducted in total. The interviewees consisted of Chief Executive Officers (CEOs), sales managers, vice presidents, members of the board of directors, and software engineers. The interviews with the CEOs were the main source of information. During the first interview, we collected general information about the firm, its products, customers, business models, etc. In the second and subsequent interviews, we used more structured interview guidelines, based on the information gathered in the previous interview(s). These subsequent interviews focused on the opportunity recognition in detail. Because the interviews touched on the interviewees’ past experiences, we followed the guidelines for retrospective studies issued by Miller et al. [22] and Huber and Power [16]. For instance, if an interviewee was unsure about an important event, we asked the interviewee to check his/her emails to recall how the events progressed. This worked well, as all the interviewees had saved past emails. We recorded all the interviews, and the first author personally transcribed them verbatim, using a word processing program. Thereafter, the complete transcripts were sent back to the interviewees for review. For the most part the interviewees accepted the transcripts in the form in which we sent them. However, in some cases, the interviewees gave some minor comments related to the misspelling of a partner’s name or to some particular wording. In addition to the face-to-face interviews, telephone and e-mail communication was used to collect further information, and to clarify inconsistent issues if necessary. These communications were also added to the case-study database. By comparing the interview data with other information gathered on the case firms, we conducted triangulation of the information [21].

In addition to the actual interviews, we had several informal discussions with interviewees during seminars and in spare time. These informal discussions were useful in terms of collecting further information and clarifying the business processes of the firms. In the data collection, we also used many types of secondary information such as press releases, websites of the firms, brochures, etc. to collect the kind of information that could validate the data gathered in the interviews. Table 2 gives an overview of the data sources.

The method utilized in the data analysis was content analysis. The analysis of the case data consisted of three concurrent flows of activity [21]: (i) data reduction, (ii) data displays, (iii) conclusion-drawing/verification. In (i) the data reduction phase, the data were given focus and simplified through compilation of a detailed case history of each firm. This is in line with Pettigrew [25], who suggests that organizing incoherent aspects in chronological order is an important step in understanding the causal links between events. Thereafter, on the basis of the interviews and other material collected from the case firms, we used tables to identify and categorize the unique patterns of each case under sub-topics derived from the research questions. In addition, we used checklists and event listings to identify critical factors related to the phenomena encountered [21]. In (ii) the
data display phase, we arranged the relevant data, drawn from the findings of the previous phase, into new tables. In (iii), the phase of conclusion-drawing and verification, we concentrated on identifying the aspects that appeared to have significance for this study. At this stage we noted regularities, patterns, explanations, and causalities related to the phenomena.

Table 2. Overview of the data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Interviews with the CEO</th>
<th>Number of other persons interviewed</th>
<th>Total number of interviews</th>
<th>Web pages</th>
<th>Brochures</th>
<th>Press releases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Findings

The findings are presented in this section as individual case descriptions. Their relation to the theory and to previous literature is elaborated in the discussion section.

4.1. Case descriptions

Firm A offers professional services and a software product for telecom operators to assist in their cellular network planning and optimization activities. The firm, established in 1998, acted purely as a service firm until 2009, when it started to develop its own software product. Currently, it provides both consultant services and a related software product. Before it developed its own software, Firm A used products that were already in the market. However, its employees and customers were not happy with these because of poor usability, problems with software administration, and a lack of the functionalities needed. In addition, the existing products were very complex and targeted only at engineers, even though the information dealt with was relevant to other actors as well. The CEO of Firm A explained the situation in the following manner:

“We had employees who used existing software products in our projects and they realized the kinds of problems there were in running these programs. Consequently, we started to think about finding an easier, practical, and modern way to do it.”

With these considerations in mind, the entrepreneur of Firm A realized that the personnel in the firm could use their existing knowledge from earlier customer projects and experiences while working on existing products; at the same time they could seek to develop new and better software. In addition to the fact that they needed the software to carry out their own projects, they saw the potential of selling the software to telecom operators and firms offering corresponding services. The people in Firm A thus started to develop the product so that it would be easy to use for all parties involved in projects for network planning and optimization. They also included a time management tool within the software. Most importantly, the software was available in a cloud over the Internet connection, giving all participants in a project easy and instant access to the software. The entrepreneur and CEO of Firm A explained this as follows:

“The most important thing was that it is easily available. Thus, we do not need to send our employees to install it in an operator’s office and carry out what are sometimes complex IT processes in conjunction with the customer’s IT organization. When it is available in the SaaS model, the customer can start using it right away.”

Because the software was used mainly in project working, the SaaS model also increased its effectiveness in group work. Furthermore, Firm A saw that new software products were moving increasingly to the SaaS model. By contrast, the existing products that they used required installation from CD-ROM to PC plus purchase of a costly software license. In other words, the products were
Consequently, they started to develop the platform so that it could be used to deliver gaming content for PCs or IPTVs over the broadband network. In its current business model, Firm B licenses game content from game developers and converts these games to its gaming platform. The network operators operate the platform and deliver games to players’ set-top boxes or PCs through their broadband network. This delivery model presents a totally new way to offer game content as a cloud service, and offers a good way to differentiate the product from the traditional game offering.

Firm C was launched in 2008 as a spin-off from a software service firm that provides consulting services related to identity management. Currently, Firm C develops SaaS solutions for entitlement management, mainly for the financial sector. The idea for a new product came from a consulting firm’s large customer. This was a firm in which the entrepreneur of Firm C had worked previously. The customer in question needed software that would help in administering the increasing amount of access rights that were being granted to external users of the IT services provided by the company and its subsidiaries. The consulting firm had done some work on a new architecture by which access rights could be administered in a centralized manner. Subsequently, the customer asked whether the consultancy firm could develop software for precisely this purpose. The consultancy firm started to develop and sell its product in parallel with its consultancy business; however, some of the firm’s customers saw a conflict of interest in this situation. The entrepreneur commented on this as follows:

“Some of the customers said that you can’t have the product if you do consultancy work at the same time. They were worried that we would sell our own solution whether it or not it was the best solution for the customer’s problem.”

Based on these considerations, the entrepreneur established Firm C. The firm continued the development and marketing of entitlement management software. Many of its existing or potential customers were use-to-use outsourced IT services, the reason being that these services do not have their own data centers or specialized IT personnel. Thus the product had to be built so that it would work as a hosted service within a service provider’s data center. In addition, it had to be able to solve customers’ identity management problems for both internal and external users in a centralized manner. In many cases, the customers also liked to give these tasks to their own business customers. The entrepreneur of Firm C saw that the SaaS model

"In 1999 3G networks and 3G mobile phones were coming onto the market. We realized that it would be a huge challenge to develop good games for mobile phones because there were several mobile phone manufacturers developing mobile phones, all of which would be different. We thought that instead of running games on mobile phones, we could run the games on a server that would encode the gaming content in real time to an MPEG stream and send it to the mobile phone, which would recode and show the game. Thus, it would be enough if a mobile phone could encode and recode a bit-stream.”

Quite soon the co-founders realized that the development of 3G networks was not as fast as predicted, and that the 3G network was not reliable enough to handle the bit-stream without latency. Consequently, they started to develop the platform so
could address these aspects. The SaasS model also helped the firm to differentiate its product from corresponding solutions in the market. The entrepreneur explained the benefits of SaasS as follows:

“As an SaasS product, our software is considerably different from other products in the market. By using it, companies can provide identity management for their customers, and these customers can pass it on to others if required. It is faster, cost effective, and the user experience is better.”

Firm D, founded in 2006, develops interactive 3D sales software platform for furniture manufacturers and furniture retailers. Firm D also models customers’ furniture elements for their 3D software, and encodes rules for how different furniture elements can be attached to each other. The software is divided into four different packages so that the first, the “basic” package, includes only basic functionalities, and the fourth package is the most advanced. The establishment team of Firm D includes four persons. These were all previously working at a firm that developed 3D modeling software as one software product among a wider product portfolio. Their previous employer had tried to use 3D modeling software for various industries that might benefit from the software, but it had not been possible to find the right target. Consequently, the employer had given up the development of the software and had started to focus on the firm’s core business. At the same time, some of the employees had seen the real potential of the product. They thus established Firm D. The aim was that Firm D would develop the product further, focusing on the furniture industry. The co-founder and CEO of Firm D explained this as follows:

“The idea of the product comes from the previous firm, where we tried various business segments in which customers could use 3D modeling and visualization. However, everything we tried failed somehow. It was difficult to find the right segments for the product. Of course, it was a large firm, and because they had other, more successful products they started to plan to shut down the development of the 3D product. At the same time, we saw that the market was starting to be ready for this product, and we got our first customers.”

The vice president of Firm D commented on the selection of the target industry as follows:

“We saw that the furniture industry was at a turning point in which they were not receiving benefits from IT tools, but we showed them that there was a real need for this type of product. On the other hand we saw that it was good to have a clear niche area for the product so that we could quickly bring added value for our customers.”

The first idea was to sell the product for each customer’s Intranet as packaged software. However, quite soon the people in firm D realized that the customers did not care where the product might be running, and some of the potential customers, especially the smaller ones, did not have the Intranet. In addition, they realized that the software should be available through the Internet so that customers could use the software wherever they were located, and could further offer access to the software to their own customers. Thus, the SaasS model proved to be the right choice for bringing the product quickly to the market. It also enabled use of the software by smaller customers who did not have their own Intranet, or who lacked the IT infrastructure or resources to buy a costly software license. This also helped Firm D to differentiate its product offering from competitors, as the competitors mainly used CAD-based programs that were not available via the SaasS model.

5. Discussion of the results

From the observations made in the study, it appears that the case firms used either opportunity discovery (Firms A, C, and D) or opportunity creation (Firm B) to develop new cloud computing services. The entrepreneur of Firm A had been dissatisfied with the existing products in the market. The prior knowledge and experience of the entrepreneur and his co-founders in the telecommunications market led to the discovery of an opportunity – in this case involving a new software product via the SaasS model. This is in line with the findings of Shane [29], who noted that prior knowledge has an important role in opportunity recognition; it determines why not everyone is equal in terms of recognizing the same opportunities based on technological change. In the case of Firm C, the opportunity discovery was based on the customer’s need, and the entrepreneur’s discovered solution for this need. The SaasS model made it possible to solve a specific customer need, involving in this case centralized administration. Thus, the discovered opportunity was based on alertness rather than on an active search. According to Ray and Cardozo [26], entrepreneurial alertness makes some people more sensitive to information about objects and about
users’ needs, and it is this sensitivity that can lead to the discovery of opportunities.

The co-founders of Firm D got the idea for their product from a previous employer. However, using both an active search and prior knowledge (cf. [29]), they discovered the opportunity to focus on one specific industry. Here there was a clear need for the software that they were able to provide. In Firm D’s case, the SaaS model gave customers better access to the software, and also allowed availability for smaller customers. Altogether, the case firms (A, C, and D) who followed the path of opportunity discovery saw a clear demand in the market for a product that they were able to provide. They then met this demand. The provision was based on dissatisfaction with existing products (Firm A) or on customers’ needs (firms C and D). All in all, as argued by Sarasvathy et al. [28], there was a possibility to discover a new solution for a certain need.

The opportunity recognition of the co-founders of Firm B clearly involved created opportunities. Working collaboratively, they used entrepreneurial perception, imagination, and prior knowledge to create the product, even though there was no demand for the product from customers (cf. [27, 28]). The entrepreneurs also acted in a state of uncertainty; in fact, the market for the product did not yet exist and the technology that would enable usage of the product was still unsure. The product was targeted at 3G networks that were under development at the time when the opportunity was created. This is in line with Sarasvathy et al.’s [28] notion that created opportunities are based on uncertainty—a situation in which the demand does not exist, and in which the future is unknowable. The entrepreneurs of Firm B also kept an eye on the development of the technology and the markets. When they realized that the capacity of 3G networks would never become fast enough for their product, they changed their strategy accordingly, and started to develop the product for the PC and IPTV markets. Thus, they focused on the controllable aspect of an unpredictable future (cf. [27]), without having clear targeting or segmentation goals. In line with Alvarez and Barney [2] they observed how customers and markets were developing, envisaged certain possibilities, and created an opportunity accordingly.

The findings indicate that opportunity discovery was mainly related to the improvement of an existing product to solve customers’ problems or needs. The improvements were mainly executed by adding some features of cloud computing to the product. This also helped the case firms to differentiate their product offering from equivalent non-SaaS products already in the market. Hence, the firms that discovered opportunities for cloud computing saw the advantages of the SaaS model (such as location independence, flexible pricing, and centralized administration) as a way to develop their product and further enhance their competitive position. In contrast, Firm B, which used opportunity creation, did not improve any existing product; instead they created a totally new product, based on the possibilities offered by cloud computing. In both opportunity discovery and creation, prior knowledge was important. However, active search and alertness were the features uppermost in the opportunity discovery.

The case studies suggest that opportunity discovery in cloud computing brings only short-term competitive advantages, whereas opportunity creation can bring about more long-term advantages. Discovered opportunities were regarded as solutions for existing needs in the market, and were more or less visible to all actors. In fact, anyone with the relevant prior knowledge of the technology and the markets, and with sufficient alertness and activeness to search for these opportunities, could have made and exploited the discovery. In addition, the discovered opportunities for cloud computing are relatively easy to observe and copy. This makes it easy for competitors to transform their corresponding products in line with the SaaS model. In contrast, created opportunities can bring long-term competitive advantages, since they are not targeted at a well-defined problem in the market. Thus, when a firm creates the need for the product, it can achieve first-mover advantage. The firm can also develop network relationships with suppliers and customers before competition emerges. This makes it more difficult for potential competitors get into the pre-established networks and to acquire a position in the market. It also increases customers’ switching costs.

6. Conclusions

This study contributes to research on cloud computing by demonstrating how opportunities for cloud computing are discovered and created. The study further reveals differences between discovered and created opportunities in the context of cloud computing. We found that discovered opportunities were related to the development of a product for a specific need, whereas created opportunities were developed under conditions of technological uncertainty, for markets that did not yet exist. In opportunity discovery, entrepreneurs added features of cloud computing for existing products in an attempt to solve customers’ problems, whereas in opportunity creation the product was developed on
the basis of the advantages brought by cloud computing. It can be argued that created opportunities, if successful, bring long-term competitive advantages whereas discovered opportunities are more easily copied by competitors.

To summarize the above from the managerial point view, three features define the opportunities in question. Firstly, the strong vision of the entrepreneur(s) inside and outside an organization acts as an initiator of the entire process of discovering or creating opportunities, and lays down a guideline that steers the process during the development of the opportunity. Secondly, the activities of combining knowledge and incorporating feedback into the development of an opportunity by combining people’s different backgrounds, and by incorporating feedback from partners, customers, and others, entrepreneurs are able to utilize the complementary factors of knowledge and information. The final feature is the communication of the opportunity to external actors and to the environment. This is especially important for created opportunities, which are directly related to the entrepreneur and are not objectively observable in the environment. The entrepreneur must be able to communicate the benefits, promises, and values of the opportunity to surrounding actors, in order for the opportunity to be perceived as interesting and attractive for all concerned.
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